We don’t know how and we don’t know why but one day all the chocolate in the world came to life.
And so the Chokos were born, small squares of chocolate which moved around the world in search of people who
would be kind and caring to them. The nicer a person was to them, the more of them they won.
In a very short time the Chokos became the measure of wealth all over the world. People who possessed them could
exchange them for goods and services….but only if the Chokos agreed. For this they had to be cared for and spoileda
lot. People’s envy and greed were still a constant danger for the Chokos, but the most terrifying threat lurked right in
their midst, a predator who devoured them ruthlessly, the Chokowerewolf.
For reasons still unknown, any Choko could be transformed at any moment into the terrible Chokowerewolf,
devouring all its fellow Chokos who happened to be nearby, until its appetite was satisfied.

6+ 2-6

15/30 min

Will you succeed in protecting your Chokos?

Victory

The winner is the player left with at least one Choko
The game ends when only one player is left with Chokos in their possession.
This is valid at any moment, even if the turn in progress has not ended,
or the player is expecting to be attacked by the Chokowerewolf
but meanwhile they are the only ones with any Chokos left.

Preparation

Remove these two cards,
you will use them in another game.

Take 3 cards at random from the Main Deck
and place them on the table face upwards next to one another
(from now on these will be Pairing Cards).

Separate the cards into two decks
and shuffle them

Main
Deck

Choko
Deck

If there are two cards the same,
replace one by drawing a card from the Main Deck.
Put the discarded card back into the pack and shuffle.
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What if we lose all our Chokos??

Each player takes 4 cards
from the Main Deck.

If during the game we lose all our Chokos,
we will continue playing, but will not be able to
use the effects of the service cards,
because these have to be paid for.
If we pair them up they will be discarded from
the game.

Share the Choko cards
out among the players

2 players
3 players
4 players
5 players
6 players

30 each
20 each
15 each
12 each
10 each

CHOICE The aim is to activate the Pairing Cards to make use of their effects. To activate them you must play a card in your hand which is the same as a card on the table.

Stage 1

If a card is NOTa pair it is left on the table
next to the others and
it too becomes a Pairing Card.

Players must choose
a card in their possession

If a card played
is the same as a Pairing Card,
after having turned it over it is placed
under the latter
In this case all the players must have completed
the various stages of their turn before proceeding
as indicated to stage 4.

When everyone is ready all players
must turn their card over at the same time

and the game proceeds
to the activation stage.

Stage 4

Stage 3

Stage 2

ACTIVATION
First of all the
green ACTION
cards

Otherwise

Apply the actions of all the paired cards in this order:
the
MOOD
cards

Each card of the same kind has a precise order
of activation which must be respected.

the
SERVICE
cards

the RED
ACTION
cards

Once they are activated
and have performed
their actions,
they are thrown away
in a special deck for
discarded cards.

If two or more of the same card
are turned over by different players a
t the same time, all the cards
are annulled and discarded,
swhether or not a matching
Pairing Card is present.
The Pairing Card is left on the table.

Repetition if necessary of the choice stage (1) and stage (2)
Every player who has activated a card must repeat the choice stage and any relevant activation stage until
they finish their cards or play a non-activatable card. These repetitions follow the rules already indicated above.

Restoration of the number of cards in a player’s hand
When all the players have finished their turns, each player takes from the main deck the number of cards
requiredto have four cards in their hand again, then the game is restarted from the choice stage.
When the main deck is finished, the discarded card deck is shuffled and used.

In both cases all the players must have completed all the stages of their turn
before proceeding as indicated to stage 4.
NB:
This rule is not valid for the Chokowerewolf card. See the specific conditions for this card.

How to read the symbols on the cards
Order of activation of the cards
Symbol and colour
of the Mood Cards

Order of activation
of the cards

Symbol
and colour
of the
Service Cards

Order of activation of the cards
Mood Cards
on which
the Service Card acts

Symbol
and colour
of the
Action cards

Visual summary
of the effects
of the Action Card

Mood Cards

Cards

Once activated, the mood cards are played
against an opponent. They will remain active until
they are eliminated by the paired service cards.
They apply the indicated displeasure by making a higher number of
Chokos migrate towards the opponent, who will play a service card
matched with the mood.

1° ANXIETY

2°BOREDOM

3° FEAR

Eliminated by
the service cards:

Eliminated by
the service cards:

Eliminated by
the service cards:

PSYCHOLOGY
MASSEUR

CINEMA
CHOKOWEREWOLF GAME

BODYGUARD
SELF-DEFENSE COURSE

It is possible to attribute the same mood even if the opponent is already being subjected to it.
The card can be eliminated if the player being subjected to it plays the matching service card towards him/herself or when they are subjected to the effect by an opponent. If a player remains without
Chokos, all the mood cards played against him will be eliminated.

Service Cards
The service cards are played in favor of those who
activate them and against all the opponents, influencing
their Chokos, both if they are being subjected to a mood
matched to the same service and if they haven’t got it.
COST OF ACTIVATION: a player who activates loses 1 of their Chokos.

1° PSYCHOLOGY

2° BODYGUARD

played against the
Mood Card
ANXIETY

played against the
Mood Card
FEAR

4° MASSEUR

5° SELF-DEFENCE
COURSE

3° CHOKOWEREWOLF
GAME
played against the
Mood Card BOREDOM

EFFECTS: each single activation allows if possible all these effects
By activating, a player earns 1 Choko from each opponent
who is not being subjected to the mood matched with the service,
and 3 Chokos from each opponent being subjected to it.
A player who activates may get rid of 1 card of the mood
they are being subjected which is matched with the service.

played against the
Mood Card
ANXIETY

played against the
Mood Card
FEAR

6° CINEMA
played against the
Mood Card BOREDOM

Action Cards
These have no activation cost and enable
the player to:
eliminate opponents’ Chokos from the
game creating a new deck
earn bonuses to be used during the turn

1° PEEPING TOM
This allows a player to look at the 4 top cards of the main deck and take 1 to be played immediately.
The other 3 will be eliminated.
If there is the Chokowerewolf among the eliminated cards, it is reinserted into the main deck and shuffled.

The green ACTION cards take precedence over all the
others including the CHOKOWEREWOLF

1° QUARANTINE
This is the only card for defending players against the CHOKOWEREWOLF. It has an effect on all the Chokos of the player activating it and does not permit Chokos to be either spent or
earned. All the Service and Action cards involving earnings which are activated will be discarded without producing any effect.

Cards

The duration of the quarantine is decided by the player activating it and throughout its duration the two cards must remain clearly visible next to the player.
At the beginning of each turn during which quarantine is maintained(except the first one), the player loses 2 Chokos, giving them upbefore the Choice Stage.
If on the other hand they wish to eliminate the quarantine, they must do itbefore this stage, throwing away the cards. The quarantine ends automatically after the disappearance of the
Chokowerewolf.
If a player is attacked by the Chokowerewolfduring quarantine, the playerswill not lose any Chokos, and at the end of the attack the player will receive double the number of his remaining
Chokos, taking them from the eliminated ones if possible.
If during the quarantine the Chokowerewolf appears but does not attack because it is eliminated beforehand, no increase in Chokos will be allotted

1° CHOKOWEREWOLF - CHOKOMANNARO
This has an effect on all players. The player activating it must be the first to choose a card from the hand of the opponent on their left and must consider the order number of the card.
The chosen cards are eliminated or placed in the deck of discarded cards.
If the value is 1,2,3, or 4, the opponent loses the same number of Chokos (eliminating them from the game) as the value indicated, then proceeds in his/her turn to choose the card of the
opponent on his/her left and so on, also returning more than once to the same players.
If the value is 5 or 6, the opponent loses the number of Chokosas the indicated value(eliminating them from the game), but then the turn ends, eliminating the Chokowerewolf.
The chosen cards are eliminated, placed in the discard pile. If a player has no more cards in hand, on his turn he will automatically lose 4 of his chokos and continue the round.
NB: Players who have no Chokos can activate the Chokowerewolf but cannot be subjected to it, so they will be skipped during the slaughter.
A PARTICULAR DETAIL: The Chokowerewolf card can be activated even if the two cards are played at the same time in the Choice Stage. In this case the player beginning the “slaughter”
must be the player possessing the fewestChokos or, if there is a draw, the youngest player or, if there is another draw, the winner ofa toss-up among all players.

2° BEGGAR

3° PARCEL BOMB

4° HAIRDRYER

5° ROBBER

6° MIGRATION

This enables a player to
receive 2 Chokos from
each opponent. If there are
2 players, the opponent
must hand over 4 Chokos.
It is one of the few cards
which lets players back
into the game even if they
have lost all their Chokos.

This destroys all the
Pairand Action cards
which have been
played but not yet
activated.
The Chokowerewolf
card is immune and will
not be eliminated from
the table

Played against an
opponent,
eliminating 5 of
their Chokos from
the game

Played against an
opponent,
eliminating 4 of
their Chokos from
the game

Who activates it
receives 6 chokos
from those deleted.
Cards which enable a
player to re-enter the
game if they have lost
all their Chokos.

